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For the Great
Recruitment
Questionnaire

Contributed by
STEVE BOND
Fibreglass Developments Ltd
When you have been at the helm for as many years as I have, and may I point out
that there are still a few out there who have been there longer, you would have noted,
that when several are in the same seat get together, invariably the conversation turns to
our greatest asset — staff.
While in the past this has usually covered such horror stories of parts laid up with no
catalyst, new moulds destroyed before a part has been produced (covered in previous
articles) and other depressing events, it has usually led to the search for the Pinot Gris
upon arrival at home — or before.
But change is afoot!
The topic now appears to be, “Where the hell are they?”
This is for several reasons: some existing staff are part of what this article could have
been titled, “The Great Resignation”; looking over the fence to another shop, or even
another industry altogether. (It is reported that some 50-60 per cent of staff have now
declared their part in “The Great Resignation”).

Some new staff, if you have managed to find some, don’t seem to have quite the
same work ethic anymore, and the Government’s extended number of sick days allowed seems to me to be gratefully received and consumed in the shortest possible
time.
Despite the last two years being the absolute proverbial pain in the rear, there is no
shop that I know of that has spare capacity. (If you have and I haven’t rung you, ring me
now).
As a result, we all seem to be trying to be part of the “The Great Recruitment”. We all
need staff to capture the huge potential in front of us.
With our borders still closed, we cannot source staff from the usual wonderful suppliers of the Philippines, Sri Lanka, Vietnam, to name but a few.
But, this also is about to change.
If you are signed up to notifications from the Immigration Department, and if you’re
not, best you do (link on Page 2) you would have seen notification of the new Accredited Employer Work Visa AEWV, which will be introduced on July 4, 2022.
This is no free lunch and doors are not going to be flung open. There is quite a bit of
work to do, and unfortunately, a bit of money to be paid, however if it gets you the people you need, it is a chore worth doing.
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coats, closed mould ancillaries, laminating epoxies and
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https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/H3NS8WR
Dear CANZ Member,
(Note: this information will be kept completely confidential as long as sent to John Bayliffe to compile. Any details of who etc is purely so he can come back for
clarification if necessary and ensure there are no double ups).

Company Name
Location
Current Staff number FTEs (See below for calculation of FTE)
Are you looking to recruit? Yes / No
Now?
In the future?
How many are you looking for?
Have you already been advertising?
Approx. what has been your $ spend on advertising?
Have you had any success?
Would you be happy to take staff from overseas?
Have you had a look at the New Employer accreditation and Work Visa info in the NZ Immigration website?
https://www.immigration.govt.nz/employ-migrants/new-employer-accreditation-and-work-visa

If so, are you comfortable with being able to comply or see problems? Yes / No
What problems do you foresee?
Do you currently employ apprentices? Yes / No
If so, how many do you employ?
(FTE CALCULATION: The calculation of full-time equivalent (FTE) is an employee's scheduled hours divided by the employer's hours for a full-time workweek.
When an employer has a 40-hour work week, each employee who is scheduled to work 40 hours per week is 1.0 FTE.)
Anything you send to CANZ will be completely confidential to CANZ, nothing will be published about individual companies, any figures released by CANZ will be as
a total group and for CANZ members only, John Bayliffe will be collating the results for CANZ. When completed save your PDF document and attach it to an email
and send to John Bayliffe at johnbayliffe53@gmail.com
Your answers will then be collated into a spread sheet.
Please take the time to do this for our Association, thanking you,

We need your help
In order to streamline this and make it a bit
easier for us all, CANZ needs to do a bit of
work, with which we will need your help. We
need to get our industry back on the skills
shortage list. This requirement differs in different areas, but, let’s try.
For that we need some information from
you such as area, are you looking, how many
for, what’s the response from locals etc? A
short survey is included above. Please take
the time to complete and return.
This short article is not in my usual flavour,
so let me leave you with this thought:
There is no greater burden, than
an overwhelming potential.
Let’s lighten that load.

— Bondy

John Bayliffe (On behalf of the Composites Association of New Zealand).

A company that has been supplying the composites industry with tooling board to the New Zealand market since
2013 is the subject of Flexi’s Business Profile this issue.
Based in Kumeu, north west Auckland, Kiwi Tooling, whose customers include RocketLab, Emirates Team NZ, Rodin
Cars as well as many other companies involved in the high tech composites sector, ships direct from its warehouse.
Director Andrew Turney comes from a background in the product design model and pattern making, starting out in
London. On his return to New Zealand Gyro Constructivists was established in 1986 supplying services to the Design,
Advertising, Film and Art worlds.

An example of tooling.

Spark Shuttle build.

With Kiwi Tooling’s knowledge of design and production methodology, the
supply and machining of tooling board is a natural progression as the material
is used widely in the industry.
The main products stocked are Epoxy, Carbon and Polyurethane tooling
board and the soon-to-be-introduced basalt cloth and mesh.

commonly used. Typical board size is 1520 x 600mm and thicknesses of 50,
75 and 100mm.
Tooling boards are closed-cell making them virtually insensitive to humidity
changes, with predictable thermal expansion characteristics that outperform
traditional materials. No special preparation is required for painting, other than
a smooth sanded surface.
Product characteristics
With increasing labour costs, synthetic tooling boards offer significant advanEpoxy board — Used for carbon fibre part production which is able to with- tages over wood-based substrates. Savings accrue when durability and perstand autoclave temperatures and pressure.
formance can be matched to job requirements, and labour inputs for lamination
Carbon board — Where a high temperature threshold of 200ºC and a CTE and post machining finishing is drastically reduced. Faster CNC machine spinof 2.8 similar to that of carbon fibre. Used also as stock plate as an alternative dle speeds and material feed-rates are possible, important in the case of short
to metals in structural applications with added advantage of being non conduc- lead times.
tive.
Common applications
Polyurethane board — Production of plugs for the GRP and end use, as
props for the film industry as an example.
Lay up tools for composites, pattern making, design models, props, protoAll boards are easily machinable by CNC router and hand tools with chips
type machining, and vacuum forming tooling. Our customers include Rocketrather than dust as a byproduct.
Lab, Emirates Team NZ, Rodin Cars as well as many other companies inKiwi Tooling also offers a CNC machining service with production of tools for volved in high tech composites sector.
the aerospace, marine and automotive markets both in New Zealand and in
As the market has expanded we have added Basalt to our range as a reAustralia. Our most recent being the tools for a 5m wingspan VTOL drone
placement for glass for the production of composites.
machined from our epoxy board.
Basalt fibre can be classified as a sustainable material, made of natural
Tooling boards are generally classified by density, from medium-density
material and during its production no chemical additives are required, is more
foams at 470kg/m3 to 1400kg/m3 at the upper end, 700-720 being the most
environmental friendly as production and recycling is much more efficient than
glass and especially carbon.
The physical properties of basalt filaments
are quite attractive. Compared to e-glass
basalt filaments have higher tensile strength
and modulus of elasticity, much better temperature tolerance and do not absorb water
through the core of the fibre-like glass fibre.
Basalt has an over 25% higher flexural
(stiffer) modulus of elasticity than E-glass.
Do contact us regarding any additional information we can supply samples, data sheets
and personal consultation. 
Contact: Andrew Turney
021 289 1993
andrew@kiwitooling.co.nz
Web Links:
www.kiwitooling.co.nz
www.gyro.co.nz
Social Media:
www.instagram.com/kiwi_tooling
www.instagram.com/gyro_constructivists

Gurit nominated
as finalist in three
categories at JEC
Innovation Awards
Gurit has been nominated as a finalist in three categories for the 2022 JEC
Innovation Awards, as well as a partner in a fourth submission.
The nominations include two New Zealand-based projects: the Ika Rere electric ferry (which has featured in previous issues of Flexi) in the Maritime Transportation & Shipbuilding category, and Te Ahi Tupua — The Eternal Fire sculpture in the Design, Furniture & Home category. The third nomination was for the
innovative Spabond 800 adhesive for wind turbine blades, in the Renewable
Energy category. The awards will be held on April 26, 2022 in Paris.
The Te Ahi Tupua sculpture at the gateway to Rotorua is a unique piece of
art. Planned in steel, the sculpture was initially thought unfeasible due to high
costs, lack of local capability and corrosive geothermal environments. However,
collaboration between Gurit and Rotorua-based Kilwell Fibretube proved that a
combination of 3D printing and the use of composites could bring the project to
life.
During the initial design stage, Gurit was able to use Finite Element Analysis
to explain the range of options with composites to the stakeholders. This highlighted the trade-off between different requirements (notably deflection and
weight/cost) and allowed for a discussion leading to a solution that worked for
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everyone. Combining the intricate shape of the sculpture with the different failure modes of composites meant the analysis was quite complex. Detailed modelling and prototyping allowed the solution to stay true to artistic intention while
creating structural integrity and keeping an eye on project costs.
Kilwell 3D-printed 1200 individual interlocking cylinder blocks made from
Polyactic Acid, a thermoplastic often derived from renewable sources such as
corn starch or sugar cane. Rather than building a one-off mould that would be
scrapped after use, 3D printing ensured that waste was kept to a minimum.
Each block is unique, and they fit together to create the long-curved sections
that gives Te Ahi Tupua its shape. The 3D-printed sections blocks were glued to
create three-metre sections, fitted with a carbon fibre sleeve and cured with a
layer of epoxy resin, then joined to form the full 12-metre lengths. They were
hand-wrapped in layers of carbon fibre and fibreglass, and vacuum infused
every five layers until each piece of the sculpture had between 12 and 20 layers
of material and resin surrounding the inner 3D-printed core.
Having been flown in two sections by Blackhawk helicopter to its final location, the impressive 12m x 6m carbon fibre sculpture is now fully installed,
warmly welcoming visitors to the cultural and adventure city of Rotorua. 

Quarterly Reuse and Recycling Committee Report

By Catherine Taiapa
Chair Reuse and Recycling Committee
catherine.taiapa@armatec.co.nz

needed data. The committee has
reviewed results and set goals.
Key items you can look forward to
in the future:
Well, 2022 here we are! It may not be in
Waste info sheets and best pracperson just yet – but considering we’ve mantice guides – solutions for recycling
aged nearly two years of this new committee
consumables and packaging;
without holding a meeting in person, I’m confiHow to guides – i.e. build bottle
dent we can find a way through this together
and drum drainage racks;
with the help of our tech buddies.
Optimisation guides – i.e. acetone
Let’s recap and celebrate the collaboration
recycling;
across our sector towards our zero waste goal
Waste tracking recommendations;
thus far:
Staff education and training supMay 2020 we began in the first lockdown. We
port for improving waste strategies;
focused on networking and understanding the
Case studies and worked examneeds, issues and solutions for composites in
ples.
New Zealand and internationally. We connected
The elephant in the room remains,
projects, people and organisations. The CANZ
of course, progress – composites
Conference in Christchurch saw the launch of
offcuts, hardened resins, waste
the vision for zero waste and action planning workshop.
In 2021 we worked to develop our New Zealand-based understanding of the issues and glass and carbon etc. We will continue to seek funding, lobby for national program support and to keep you updated with projects and research that progress us towards recysolutions available. We aimed to contribute to national and global momentum with recling solutions in New Zealand for composites products.
search and collaboration. We started new research projects and continued others. Our
first online conference report aired, we launched the CANZ Sustainability Project and
INTERNATIONAL RESEARCH
completed the 2021 CANZ Member Waste Survey. We were invited to Government ReExciting new projects to keep tabs on are:
ception with other Manufacturers, and took up the opportunity to contribute to the Industry
Bio-Resin. Renewable Recyclable Resin Systems — VIBES is the largest of new
Transformation Planning with MBIE.
international projects aiming to create a recyclable resin from renewable sources with 40
Now for 2022 . . . With the many uncertainties we are all facing, take a breath. We’ve
per cent less waste.
got this. Sure it’s not easy. But from what we know, we have the grit required to ride this
Composite Remanufacturing Project - ACMA/WVU
wave of change and make a high performance boat or two while we are at it!
Reshaping FRP by softening and resetting into dimensional product – aim to retain
DATA DATA DATA
value and higher position in waste hierarchy; Aim for ‘5 lives’ or 5 times reshaping; due to
Kick off Early 2022.
Big thank you to John Bayliffe for follow ups to complete our 2021 CANZ Waste SurBut wait – there’s more data needed, globally.
vey. This data gives us clear areas of focus and supports our current strategy with much
Attending the Global Composites Sustainability Coalition and ACMA Sustainability
Council meetings has given us one certainty to offer – we will need to be more sustainable than ever to last post-covid. The CANZ sustainability project looks to address this
and ensure we have support for members to be ready for the market requirements already evident in EU and expected soon in USA.
The Circular Economy, Life Cycle Assessments. Environmental Product Declarations and Materials Circularity Index are key terms to work towards an understanding
in our teams.
We need more transparent environmental product data for the composites industry as a
whole. This affects all markets and all products. Some competing materials sectors like
steel and wood have completed considerable work on this.
Globally, this is our call to action and we are pleased CANZ can be involved in assisting
this transformation through our involvement.
Here is a link to a 10-minute explainer video from ACMA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D4pX0AoEO10
Life cycle data is a major focus internationally and also for our CANZ committee to
assist members to positively represent the composites industry’s commitment to and
contribution towards the low emissions, circular economy. For this we will need a few new
items in the toolbox. CANZ aims to work with members to develop the upskilling support
to facilitate the response required to be part of the global supply chain transformation.
In May we will present New Zealand Composites’ circular economy position alongside
our international colleagues and look forward to showcasing the progress and supply
chain transformations we envision for the future.
The Reuse and Recycling Committee focus for 2022 aims to assist members to take
their next action towards zero waste and composites sustainability. Please reach out to us
for questions, support or to join our committee.
New committee members welcome.
Monthly meetings online: Third Monday of month.
For events and news, see Flexi Magazine and CANZ website:
https://composites.org.nz/case-studies/fibreglass-recycling-and-reuse/

Here are
good
reasons why you
will benefit

1 The Association for Composites

CANZ President Glenn Campbell — For all our programs
to succeed, such as recycling, training, it is essential that we get
the feedback so we can make progress. We look forward to hearing
back from you all.

If your work or interest is composites and fibreglass, we are the only association that focuses
entirely on this business today. It helps one keep
up with technology and other changes, and with
our links to overseas composites associations
provides links worldwide. An association "Code of
Ethics" protects members.

Feedback is
needed if
we are
to make
progress

If as Kiwis we feel that normal life may be months away, then feel for the people of Ukraine. We must
support in any way we can measures to honour this democratic society and ensure that we are not supporting the infamous attack by the Russians on Ukraine.
Many of the undertakings that CANZ has begun are slow to manifest themselves, such as the Styrene
Study which is stalled by the virus. In the meantime we have commenced a series of surveys (see our Great
Recruitment Questionnaire on Page 2) that we ask for you all to support to ensure that we can solve issues
that affect our composites Industry. Issues such as regulations for the use of resins, recycling and staffing
shortages.
Getting feedback from all of our members is essential for us to progress.
— Glenn Campbell

2 Legislation Assistance
The Composites Association keeps abreast of
changes and issues guidelines to members.

3 Own Code Of Practice
Our very own “Composites Code of Practice” was
published in 1998 and is the accepted “Code” for
our industry. All members were able to have input
into its development to ensure it was workable.
Compliance with the “Code” is the best way of
meeting NZ Health and Safety requirements.

The best option for curing the heat problem

4 Annual Conference
Keeping up-to-date with technology can be as
easy as attending the Association’s conferences.
A wide range of speakers update us on new
materials, technology and equipment. There are
hands-on equipment and materials
demonstrations and trade displays with ideas and
information for all.

In this Flexi Tech Talk column, I wish to discuss
why using a blended catalyst containing Cumene
Hydrogen Peroxide is the best option for high ambient temperatures and thick laminates.
For many years I have preached the gospel that
using a blended MEKP catalyst with Cumene Hydrogen Peroxide (Cumene) is the best option for use in
thick laminates and also when temperatures get hot
in the factory.
This is not something new, for in the United States
where I worked for six years, it was common to see
the use of these types of blended catalysts, especially in the corrosion and closed mould, and especially where the infusion process was being used. It
was also finding its way into the common glassing
environment when things got heated.
Why you may ask. To achieve the best cure possible, operating at a catalyst level between 1.5 to 2.5

5 Regular Flexi Magazine
The regular Flexi magazine is published for
members to keep them abreast of what is going
on in the industry.

6 Industry Training
The association has led in the development of
training courses to suit our industry, working in
association with the former New Zealand Marine
and Composites Industry Training Organisation,
now the Marine and Specialised Technologies
Academy of New Zealand (MAST Academy).

per cent offers the optimisation of the physical and
strength properties of the laminate.
When temperatures reach close to 30°C, which we
saw occurring for the past few months, you may
have struggled operating in this dosing range. Well
using a MEKP/Cumene blend would allow you to still
operate in this range and at the same time give you
enough to consolidate the laminate without fear of
seeing a high exotherm, which as we all know can
deteriorate the properties of the laminate.
There are several variants of the MEKP/Cumene
blend between 50/50 and higher, so you can pick the
blend that suits your process. The best for general
laminating is that of a blend of 3-parts MEKP to 1part Cumene.
These blends are also recognised as being the
best choice to use with Vinyl Ester resins.
— Glenn Campbell

7 Education, Marketing, Standards
Members can attend educational evenings to
learn about materials and techniques. Members
can participate in projects to market composites
in New Zealand and support the development of
accepted standards. An example of this was the
publication of a “FRP Design Manual”.

8 Low Cost
The cost to members is very reasonable indeed,
in view of the comprehensive service provided by
the Association. This is a great investment for
your future in our industry.

9 Official Solicitors
CANZ would like to acknowledge and thank
sponsor Clendons, Barristers and Solicitors,
Commercial Lawyers, Auckland, now official
solicitors for CANZ in its official magazines,
newsletters and other communications to
members.
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personal service,
on time deliveries,
local warehousing,
HS Composites acknowledge the support of
polyester, vinyl ester and epoxy,
our customers during this difficult period of
reputable UV-resistant gelcoats,
Covid-19 infections. We look forward to
putty for coving, CNC or tooling,
being able to offer our continued high
smart kits for your complex part,
standard of service.
solvents such as acetone and styrene,
consistent colour gelcoat and colour matching,
training in new technology such as resin infusion,
on-site troubleshooting and optimisation support,
sound business advice based on years of experience,
glass, woven mat, roving, carbon fibre . . . you name it,
an easily accessible trade shop in both Christchurch and Papakura,
accessories such as rollers, gloves, bottles, spatulas etc for every job,
www.hscomposites.co.nz
and tailor-made resin varieties in narrow specifications for your specific purpose . . . sales@hscomposites.co.nz

